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	What James Baldwin says about one's language confessing one's "parents, youth, school, salary, self-esteem, and future" is certainly correct. Far too often have I experienced the unpleasant glance my older brother spares me when I speak. I am mentally inferior to him at this point in my life, and it is clear that he is made aware of it with every word I spew. Whether this is my low self-esteem that presents itself in the form of an inferiority complex or actual stupidity on my part is unimportant. What my brother sees in my language is an ugly thing, and his grimace reinforces Baldwin's words.
	When I speak with others, especially in this diverse setting of Berkeley High School, there is much that can be gleamed from the language they use. By identifying what percentage of their words is composed of curse words, I can tell what values they have, and, indirectly, what values their parents have. It is often clear with whom they hang out with, and how they feel about that group. One acquaintance of mine employs words that betray an uncommon interest- yet another exposure of background and heading.
	Ah, but these are but perceptions. I don't truly know, one might argue, these "facts" that I imagine based on how a person talks. That the "identity" I create for those who speak with me could be flawed. And while it's quite possible- after all, as Baldwin says, "...in such a way that one's antecedents are revealed, or (one hopes) hidden."- it is highly unlikely. People might try to hide their backgrounds and futures while speaking English, but much as it is difficult to truly hide ignorance, so is it a grueling task to bury your "business" while speaking with others. Your tone, your words, your subconscious rhetoric- all of these reveal who you are. No matter what I say or do, as long as I'm myself, my brother will give me that disdain-filled grimace, and I will understand that I have just revealed myself through the language I used. In this way, I create an identity for myself.
	I know that Baldwin is right from experience. I have been given an identity for my language- even now, you the reader are giving me an identity based on my use of language- and I have identified others for the language that they use. Language truly reveals all- the background, state, and possibilities of the person speaking. Perceptions of these are almost never wrong, and Baldwin's words are the perfect explanation for this phenomenon.
